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Abstract—Digital system designs are the product of valuable ef-
fort and know-how. Their embodiments, from software and hard-
ware description language program down to device-level netlist
and mask data, represent carefully guarded intellectual property
(IP). Hence, design methodologies based on IP reuse require new
mechanisms to protect the rights of IP producers and owners. This
paper establishes principles of watermarking-based IP protection,
where a watermark is a mechanism for identification that is: 1)
nearly invisible to human and machine inspection; 2) difficult to
remove; and 3) permanently embedded as an integral part of the
design. Watermarking addresses IP protection by tracing unautho-
rized reuse and making untraceable unauthorized reuse as diffi-
cult as recreating given pieces of IP from scratch. We survey re-
lated work in cryptography and design methodology, then develop
desiderata, metrics, and concrete protocols for constraint-based
watermarking at various stages of the very large scale integra-
tion (VLSI) design process. In particular, we propose a new pre-
processing approach that embeds watermarks as constraints into
the input of a black-box design tool and a new postprocessing ap-
proach that embeds watermarks as constraints into the output of
a black-box design tool. To demonstrate that our protocols can be
transparently integrated into existing design flows, we use a testbed
of commercial tools for VLSI physical design and embed water-
marks into real-world industrial designs. We show that the imple-
mentation overhead is low—both in terms of central processing
unit time and such standard physical design metrics as wirelength,
layout area, number of vias, and routing congestion. We empiri-
cally show that in the placement and routing applications consid-
ered in our methods achieve strong proofs of authorship are resis-
tant to tampering and do not adversely influence timing.

Index Terms—Intellectual property protection, physical design,
VLSI, watermark.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE ADVANCE of processing technology has led to a
rapid increase in integrated circuit (IC) design complexity.

The economic drivers are compelling—only by putting more
integration and more function on a single die and by achieving
more revenue per wafer can multibillion dollar foundries be
amortized over their useful lifespan. At the same time, market
forces have led to more design starts, shorter design cycle
times, and greater time-to-market pressures. Industry organi-
zations have documented a compounding “design productivity
shortfall” [47], which demands ever-larger design teams with
each successive process generation just to maintain a given
level of design competitiveness.1 Finally, system design costs
are increasingly impacted by software, which accounts for up
to 70% of total development cost in recent design projects.

In response to these trends,reuse-baseddesign methodolo-
gies for both hardware and software have been embraced as a
means of achieving design productivity on par with the under-
lying silicon technology. The reuse-based vision is predicated
on easily accessible, easily integrable “virtual components.”
Pure intellectual property (IP) companies, third-party appli-
cation-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) libraries, tools for
IP integration, and industry organizations such as the Virtual
Socket Interface (VSI) Alliance2 have created high expecta-
tions for the value and reusability of design IP. Nonetheless, a
recognized obstacle to reuse-based methodologies is the lack
of mechanisms to protect the rights of IP creators and owners.3

From both the research and implementation points of view,
intellectual property protection (IPP) poses a unique set of new
requirements that must be addressed by mathematically sound
yet practical techniques. In this paper, we establish principles
for development of newwatermarking-basedIPP procedures. A
design watermarkis an invisible (i.e., imperceptible to human
or machine analysis) identification code that is permanently em-
bedded as an integral part within a design. Desiderata for a given
watermarking-based IPP technique, as determined by VSI Al-
liance—a leading industry organization—include [56]:

1According to [47], the available transistor density has increased by 58%/year
over the last 20 years; designer efficiency (measured in transistors designed per
staff-month) has increased by only 21%/year over the same period.

2http//:www.vsi.org
3For example, the VSI Alliance has identified six key technologies that must

be in place to enable industrial-strength virtual component-based synthesis. In
addition to system verification, mixed-signal design integration, on-chip bus,
manufacturing-related test, and system-level design, IP protection is considered
to be a crucial enabling technology [56].
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1) maintenance of functional correctness;
2) transparency to existing design flows;
3) minimal overhead cost;
4) enforceability;
5) flexibility in providing a spectrum of protection levels;
6) persistence;
7) invisibility;
8) proportional component protection.

Our approach to IP watermarking applies to solutions of
hard optimization and constraint-satisfaction design problems.
It is centered around the use ofconstraintsto “sign” the output
of a given design synthesis or optimization. Namely, we say
that solutions of a given optimization instance that satisfy these
constraintshave a watermark embedded in themand provide a
probabilistic proof of authorship. The less likely that randomly
chosen solutions are to satisfy these constraints, the stronger
the proof of authorship is. A watermark’s resistance to attacks
is inversely proportional to an adversary’s ability to manipu-
late it without resolving a given optimization problem from
scratch. In practice, such approaches can be used to watermark
particular very large scale integration (VLSI) designs as well
as design tools, i.e., every design produced by a given tool can
have the tool’s watermark embedded in it. This approach is
compatible with current IP development tools infrastructure
and can be applied to protect both hardware IP and software IP,
e.g., in Verilog and C++.

A. Motivating Example—3SAT

We illustrate key ideas behind watermarking-based IPP using
satisfiability (SAT)—a classical NP-complete constraint-satis-
faction problem [23] with numerous applications in VLSI de-
sign.

SAT ( ):
Instance: A finite set of variables and a collection

of clauses over .
Question: Is there a truth assignment for that satisfies

all the clauses in ?
For example, and

is a SAT in-
stance for which the answer is positive (a satisfying truth
assignment is and ). On the other hand,
if we have collection , the
answer is negative. SAT is well known as the first problem
shown to be NP-complete and the starting point for establishing
the known body of NP-completeness results [23]. Problems
from many application domains have been modeled as SAT
instances. In VLSI computer-aided design, SAT formulations
have been used in testing [12], [21], [24], [37], logic synthesis,
and physical design [21].

We now illustrate theconstraint-based watermarkingof a
SAT solution. For convenience, we assume the 3SAT restriction
of the problem, where each clause has exactly three variables.
Consider the following 3SAT instance:

Our goal is to alter the given 3SAT instance such that: 1) any
satisfying assignment (“solution”) to the modified instance is
a solution to the original instance and 2) both the modified in-
stance and the solution contain information (i.e., a “signature”)
that uniquely identifies the author of the solution.

Enumeration of the solution space indicates that the given
3SAT instance has 556 different satisfying assignments.
We impose additionalconstraintsin the form of extra three
literal clauses, using the simple (case-insensitive) encoding

space to encode a signature. For example, the sig-
nature “cat dog fox” would be encoded using the extra clauses

.
Here, the end of the message is padded with an extra space to
maintain three literals per clause.

The signature “Watermarking Techniques for Intellectual
Property Protection University of California at Los Angeles
VLSI CAD LAB” adds 38 new clauses to the instance and de-
creases the number of satisfying assignments from 556 to two.
We claim that any satisfying assignment for this augmented
3SAT instance contains our signature and that the likelihood of
someone else generating such a solution by chance is two in
556, or 0.00496. In this example, the addition of a watermark
incurs no overhead; it simply guides which solution is selected.
Obviously, watermarked solutions exist only for watermarks of
small enough size. The larger a given instance, the larger water-
marks can be embedded into it. We note that our watermarking
strategy is based onpreprocessingof the input instance and
is nonintrusivein that any existing solution method remains
applicable to the augmented (watermarked) 3SAT instance.

In particular, any SAT solvers from the four major classes can
be used: 1) randomized local search [46]; 2) exact determin-
istic methods based on resolution [19] and branch-and-bound;
3) nonlinear programming relaxation and rounding [25]; and 4)
a variety of binary-decision-diagram-based techniques [11]. In
our experience, many commonly encountered NP-complete for-
mulations can also be watermarked using similar constraints.

B. General Approach

The above example can be extended to generic optimization
and constraint-satisfaction problems by viewing watermarks as
ways to limit the set of possible solutions to a small subset. The
smaller the probability of selecting a “watermarked” solution by
chance, the stronger the watermark. While making the “water-
marked subset” smaller would generally improve the strength
of the watermark, one must ensure that this set is nonempty. As
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far as the objective function or functions are concerned, the wa-
termarked solutions must not be inferior to average solutions;
otherwise, such a watermark will be too costly to use.

Our paper proposes to embed watermarks by adding con-
straints to optimization and constraint-satisfaction problems. An
outline of a generic watermarking procedure is given in Sec-
tion III along with principles of constructing specific IPP proto-
cols and various considerations that arise in practice. In partic-
ular, watermarks must withstand a number of attacks, described
in Section III-E.

C. Applications—Domain-Specific IPP Protocols

Using the concept of constraint-based watermarking, we de-
velop new protocols for IPP in the domains ofsystem-leveland
physical design. These domains areas were chosen because they
are both natural for watermarking applications and challenging
as optimization problems.

1) System-level and physical design are traditionally
viewed as “difficult” domains. Mathematically, many
design problems in these domains contain NP-complete
problems (SAT, graph coloring, vertex ordering, routing,
etc) and, in practice, even a small percentage variation in
solution quality can make or break a design. The sheer
difficulty of finding good solutions increases the cost of
those solutions, thus there is more interest in protecting
them.

2) High-quality solutions in system-level and physical
design often have strong structural resemblance to
each other [15]. Therefore, it is challenging to devise a
watermarking technique that can dramatically decrease
the number of solutions without compromising solution
quality.

3) With deep-submicrometer technology, many perfor-
mance constraints (e.g., budgeted edge delays consistent
with path timing bounds) cannot be considered satisfied
until they are satisfied in the physical design. Thus, for
example, it may be insufficient to “watermark” a design
by constraining timing budgets without verifying that
such constraints are satisfied after physical design.

4) Other trends—IP reuse methodologies, higher perceived
valuation of “hard IP,” increasing availability of multiple
foundry sources, difficulty of performance validation be-
fore physical design, changing handoff models, etc.—all
point to physical design as an appropriate juncture in the
design cycle for watermarking.

The empirical evaluation of the proposed techniques is per-
formed using placement and routing applications. For place-
ment, we propose apostprocessingflow that encodes a sig-
nature as specified parity (i.e., odd- or even-index) of the cell
row within which particular standard cells must be placed. For
routing, we propose apreprocessingflow that encodes a sig-
nature as upper bounds on the wrong-way wiring used to route
particular signal nets. Using real industrial design examples and
commercial layout tools, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
both the preprocessing- and the postprocessing-based water-
marking. In particular, strong signatures are achieved without
compromising any of the standard metrics for solution quality

[routability, wirelength, number of vias, central processing unit
(CPU) time, etc.]. For placement watermarking, we demonstrate
that adding signatures has no negative effect on timing quality
for a timing-driven test case. We also demonstrate that both our
placement and routing watermarking techniques are tamper-re-
sistant. We conclude that addressing IP protection at a lower
level of abstraction has an advantage: designs inherently have
orders of magnitude more components, allowing significantly
stronger proofs of authorship as well as lower overhead. We also
conclude that the postprocessing approach is not only feasible,
but indeed quite attractive for several reasons: 1) it enables wa-
termarking of already existing designs; 2) it enables direct cal-
culation of the hardware overhead incurred by IPP; and 3) it may
be likelier to find acceptance among designers and managers,
since the complete design process is not altered in any way.

D. Organization of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
concepts in artifact watermarking, cryptography, and IP-based
synthesis are surveyed in Section II. Principles and desiderata
(e.g., protection requirements) of nonintrusive constraint-based
IP watermarking are discussed in Section III. This section
also introduces probabilistic proofs of authorship for water-
marks and classifies typical attacks. Section IV illustrates
wide-ranging applicability of the proposed watermarking
techniques and offers an in-depth discussion of watermarking
in the VLSI physical design domain. This discussion is
continued in Section V, where a physical design flow with
watermarking is given. Experimental results, including the
actual strength of watermarks and resistance to tampering, are
given in Sections V and VI. Finally, we conclude in Section VII
that constraint-based watermarking has significant potential to
protect IP and support design reuse.

II. RELATED WORK

Related work can be summarized with respect to four re-
search and development literatures: 1) watermarking techniques
for IPP; (2) cryptographical techniques and tools; (3) IP-based
synthesis; and (4) VLSI physical design techniques. Recent
work of Charbon and Torunoglu on watermarking-based IPP
in VLSI physical design is contrasted with our present work in
Sections IV-D–F.

A. Watermarking

Recently, a number of techniques have been proposed for
data hiding in image, video, text, and audio data. For example,
data hiding has been proposed as a mechanism for embedding
important control, service, or reference information in partic-
ular data. However, there is a wide consensus that IPP is the
prime application of watermarking. Awatermarkis a mecha-
nism for embedding additional information into an artifact (text,
image, video, audio) or piece of IP (hardware, software, algo-
rithm, data organization) that is: 1) designed to identify the au-
thor, the source, the used tools, and techniques and/or recipient
of the artifact or the IP and 2) difficult to detect and remove.
More than 50 different watermarking techniques for protection
of images have been proposed [7], [10], [16], [20], [26], [50],
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[54]. While the majority of these exploit imperfections of the
human visual system to embed invisible watermarks, several
works address advantages of visible watermarks [9]. Although
many of the initial image watermarking techniques were not ro-
bust enough to provide proper proof of ownership [18], several
recent image watermarking techniques are quite strong in this
regard [53]. Several data hiding techniques have been proposed
that exploit frequency and time imperfection of the human au-
ditory system [3], [6], [16]. AT&T researchers have developed
a number of techniques for watermarking of text documents
[4], [9]. Video-on-demand research has resulted in a suite of
approaches for watermarking video, mainly MPEG-2, streams
[27], [28], [48].

All of the cited references treat only watermarking of static
data that is eventually consumed by a human. It is important to
distinguish traditional requirements forartifact watermarking
from those governing theIP protection applications that we
address. Artifact watermarking simply adds a signature into a
given artifactwithout regard to maintaining correctness or func-
tion. “Transparency” of the signature stems from imperfections
in human auditory and visual systems: the artifact (e.g., a digi-
tized photograph) is actually changed, but the human eye cannot
perceive the change. While artifact watermarking has been used
for thousands of years, only with the proliferation of digital
media has it attracted wide research and economic interest, e.g.,
for protection of audio [3], [31], text [8], [38], image [17], and
video.

In contrast, watermarking for IP protection imposes much
stronger constraints because the watermarked IP must remain
functionally correct. For example, one cannot arbitrarily intro-
duce extra lines of code into a Verilog program or extra devices
and interconnects into a transistor-level layout. Our discussion
is centered around the following key idea: watermarking for IPP
is most practically accomplished by imposing a set of additional
constraintsduring the design and implementation of IP, so as to
uniquely encode the signature of the author. Since 1996, the ef-
fectiveness of this generic scheme for watermarking-based IPP
has been demonstrated at the level of algorithms [31], behavior
[30], logic synthesis, and physical design, as well as in field-pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA) designs [35], [36].

B. Cryptography

Public-key techniques, which exploit computationally in-
tractable problems as a basic building block, revolutionized
cryptography by introducing convenient tools for secure com-
munications over insecure channels. The idea was introduced
by Diffie and Hellman [22]. Soon after that, Rivestet al. de-
veloped the number factoring-based suite of techniques which,
somewhat modified, successfully passed numerous attacks to
become thede factostandard for modern cryptographic tech-
niques. Since 1976, cryptographic algorithms and techniques
have evolved through vigorous innovation and public scrutiny,
resulting in a variety of digital signature mechanisms, as well as
protocols for secret splitting, timestamping, proxy signatures,
group signatures, key escrow, oblivious transfer, oblivious
signatures, digital cash, etc. [39], [49].

Several cryptographic techniques are directly relevant to our
design watermarking approach. Cryptography provides the the-

oretical foundations as well as the algorithmic and protocol in-
frastructure that support watermarking-based IPP and provide
a wide spectrum of authorship protection services. The present
paper uses cryptography tools for generating a set of physical
design constraints that correspond to the signature of the author
of the design. Our use of cryptographic techniques ensures cryp-
tographically strong hiding and decorrelation of the added sig-
nature constraints. Specifically, we use for these two tasks the
cryptographic hash function MD5, the public-key cryptosystem
RSA, and the stream cipher RC4 [39], [45] on which many of
today’s state-of-the-art cryptographic commercial programs are
based [45].

C. IP-Based Synthesis

As noted above, short design times, increased device counts
and design starts, and foundry amortization have together forced
a change in design methodology. The new semiconductor busi-
ness regime is based on IP reuse. No other regime is compatible
with rapid turnaround and high device counts; no other regime
enables ASIC vendors to keep their foundries full of high-value
product.

Less than two years ago, the VSI Alliance and CFI Com-
ponent Information Library Project were first announced.
Today, at least three major industry organizations—RAPID (IP
providers),4 SI (ASIC vendors),5 and VSI Alliance [a large
organization of electronic design automation (EDA) vendors,
ASIC vendors, system houses, and IP providers]—are actively
building the industry infrastructure for IP-based design.6

Several missing infrastructure pieces are technical, with deep
implications for the associated EDA technology and design
methodologies.7 Other missing pieces include the standards for
representing design IP. However, arguably the most pressing
infrastructure issues are legal: what are the risks faced by ASIC
suppliers and EDA tools vendors as they incorporate third-party
IP? Who holds accountability for design success? How will
the rights of IP creators and owners be protected? It is notable
that despite their varying perspectives, each of the three major
industry organizations has a working group for legal issues.

D. Related Physical Design Techniques

Constraint specification and management now receive close
attention through all phases of chip implementation, including
physical design. This is at least partly due to the increasing ef-
fect of device and interconnect embedding on system perfor-

4http://www.rapid.org
5http://www.si2.org
6The early CFI effort spawned the Pinnacles Component Information Stan-

dard and CFI subsequently became SI(Silicon Integration Initiative).
7For example, how reusable IP will be bundled with standardized test and

simulation “envelopes” or the form of reusable IP and the manner in which
it will “mix and match” remains unclear. Current visions encompass varying
degrees of “hardness” of the IP, e.g., soft (HDL program), medium (HDL pro-
gram+ floorplan), hard (GDSII stream file), etc. Harder forms of IP might have
greater value since they would embody greater amounts of design effort. At the
same time, hard IP is less reusable due to its well-defined shape and inherent
timing/noise/thermal context; it also allows less flexibility in floorplanning and
routing due to constraints on over-the-block routing (e.g., timing and signal in-
tegrity margins). It remains to be seen how “parameterizable” an IP block can
be in terms of area-time tradeoffs, migration to alternate processes, routing re-
source utilization, etc.
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mance (i.e., the “deep-submicrometer crisis”). Standard chip
implementation flows begin with such high-level constraints
as clock cycle times and offsets, input–output (I/O) boundary
timing, power dissipation bounds, and choice of packaging and
implementation technology. Derived constraints8 will then arise
throughout the register transfer level (RTL) floorplanning, block
placement, and routing phases. Within physical design, timing9

and physical (floorplanning)10 constraints are most common.
The mechanisms by which physical design tools enforce

such constraints vary widely. However, classic paradigms such
as top-down min-cut placement synthesis or ripup-and-reroute
interconnect synthesis generally do not support constraints
well. One reason is that iterative search mechanisms used
today were originally adopted for regimes with “smooth” cost
surfaces, while adding constraints induces more zero–one “dis-
continuities” in the cost surface. Another reason is that many
performance constraints are “global” (e.g., path-delay, power
dissipation, electromagnetic coupling, signal integrity) while
current layout approaches rely on local optimizations. Most
importantly, “good” solutions to hard combinatorial problems
are often quite similar.11 The implications for watermarking
in physical design are that: 1) current tools do not easily
support too many “extra” watermarking constraints and 2)
introduction of too many watermarking constraints will likely
degrade solution quality. These issues complicate the choice of
watermarking technique.

III. PRECEPTS AND AGENERAL APPROACH TO

CONSTRAINT-BASED IPP

In this section, we develop basic precepts and a general
constraint-based approach for watermarking IP protection.
Our discussion will abstract the design process as a form of
optimization and we will focus on opportunities for nonin-
trusive watermarking (i.e., methods that can be transparently
integrated within existing design flows via preprocessing or
postprocessing).

8Derived constraints are of two basic types.Inferredconstraints can often be
viewed as “transformed,” e.g., when a signal net’s wirelength upper bound is
inferred from a signal propagation delay upper bound.Refinedconstraints can
often be viewed as created by a “budgeting” or “allocation” process, e.g., when
a global path-delay constraint is broken up into separate edge delay constraints.

9Path-delay constraints are often expressed in some form of standard delay
format (SDF) with heuristic “path cover” techniques used to reduce data volume
and improve convergence of timing-driven layout tools. A static timing analysis
engine may operate directly from the clock cycle times/offsets and I/O boundary
timing to evaluate timing correctness, without explicit enumeration of timing
path constraints. For purposes of layout design, path-delay constraints are typi-
cally budgeted into individual constraints on source-sink edges [52].

10To improve timing convergence of the design process, assumptions made
during RTL floorplanning or block floorplanning must be propagated to down-
stream flow stages (e.g., placement and global routing). This is often accom-
plished via region constraints: a given cell must be located in a given region of
the layout, a set of cells must be colocated as a “group,” etc. Such constraints
may be captured using physical design exchange format (PDEF) or equivalent
formats which allow specification of assumed routing topology, layer usage, etc.
at the level of global routing.

11This has been generally characterized as a “big valley” [5] or “massif cen-
tral” [33]; the phenomenon has also been specifically documented for stan-
dard-cell placements under the minimum wirelength objective [15].

A. Context for Watermarking

The following ingredients form thecontextfor a nonintrusive
watermarking procedure.

1) An optimization problemwith known difficult com-
plexity, corresponding to some design synthesis task. By
difficult, we mean that either achieving an acceptable
solution or enumerating enough acceptable solutions is
prohibitively costly. The solution space of the optimiza-
tion problem should be large enough to accommodate a
digital watermark.

2) A well-definedinterpretationof the solutions of the opti-
mization problem as IP.

3) Existing algorithms and/or off-the-shelf softwarethat
solve the optimization problem, likely without any
kind of watermarking involved. Typically, the “black
box” software model is appropriate and is moreover
compatible with defining the watermarking procedure
by composition with preprocessing and postprocessing
stages.12

4) Protection requirementsthat are largely similar to well-
understood protection requirements for currency water-
marking. As discussed below, such requirements include:
a) removing or forging a watermark must be as hard as
recreating the design; and b) tampering with a watermark
must be provable in court.

A nonintrusive watermarking procedure then applies to any
given instance of the optimization problem and can be attached
to any specific algorithms and/or software solving it. Such a
procedure can be described by the following components.

1) A use modelorprotocolsfor the watermarking procedure.
This is not the same as algorithm descriptions; it is less
formal and can be helpful in revealing possible attacks
beyond the generic types noted above. For example, algo-
rithms assume a cell numbering, while renumbering cells
can defeat a watermarking procedure (something that can
be seen only at the protocol level). In general, each wa-
termarking scheme must be aware of attacks based on
design symmetries, renaming, reordering, small perturba-
tions (which may set requirements for the structure of the
solution space), etc.

2) Algorithmic descriptions of thepreprocessingandpost-
processingsteps of the watermarking procedure.

3) Strength and feasibility analysesshowing that the proce-
dure satisfies given protection requirements on a given
instance. Strength analysis requires metrics, as well as
structural understanding of the solution space [e.g., “bar-
riers” (with respect to local search) between acceptable
solutions]. Feasibility analysis requires measures of so-
lution quality, whether a watermarked solution remains
well formed, etc.

4) General robustness analyzes, including discussion of sus-
ceptibility to typical attacks, discussion of possible new

12Watermarking the results of nondeterministic and/or unknown algo-
rithms—or even “handmade” results—is possible as well. IP protection can
even be achieved, to some extent, with black-box off-the-shelf software that
is viewed as a one-way function mapping inputs to design solutions. In this
discussion, we focus only on the simple model involving known deterministic
algorithms.
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attacks, performance guarantees (including complexity
analysis), and implementation feasibility.

Before describing a general strategy for embedding digital
watermarks, we observe that optimization problems with
known watermarking procedures share several common fea-
tures: 1) having multiple acceptable solutions (we typically
accept suboptimal solutions for NP-hard problems); 2) solved
by optimization heuristics; and 3) discrete in nature. While
“continuous watermarking” is possible as well, e.g., by map-
ping into “discrete watermarking” by Fourier transform, it is
beyond the scope of our work.

B. General Strategy for Constraint-Based IPP

Our general strategy is to map an author’s signature into a
set of constraints (“desired relations”) that can independently
hold for a particular solution (or independence can be assumed,
via some manipulations). If disproportionately many of these
constraints are satisfied, the presence of the signature is indi-
cated and vice versa. Choosing the type of constraints and the
tactic (e.g., preprocessing or postprocessing) by which we make
it likely for more of them to be satisfied than would otherwise
be expected is what instantiates a particular watermarking al-
gorithm from the general strategy. These choices can dramati-
cally affect the strength of the watermark and the degradation
of solution quality caused by watermarking. To facilitate later
discussion, we now describe generic watermarking and signa-
ture verification procedures using “Alice (and Bob)” scenarios,
where Alice uses watermarking to protect some IP (below, Bob
will attempt to subvert such protection).

1) Generic Watermarking Procedure:Alice wishes to
protect some IP that involves many stages of processing. She
chooses to watermark one or more of these stages. The results
of these stages now carry a watermark which will propagate
down to the output of further stages all the way down to the
final result. Clearly, the amount of watermarking she imposes
on a particular stage trades off with the degree of degradation
of quality of the final result. Alice watermarks each stage
by selecting a set of “constraints,” then uses preprocessing
of the stage’s input and postprocessing of the stage’s output
to encourage a disproportionate number of these constraints
to be satisfied. Note that Alice need not tell anyone which
constraints correspond to her signature. In addition, numerous
IPP protocols can be built on top of the basic watermarking
scheme. For example, one can encode ID of both licensee and
licenser and therefore provide mutual protection of both sides
in the transaction.

2) Generic Signature Verification Procedure:To demon-
strate that a particular stage was watermarked Alice must show
that its solution (which may have been passed on undisturbed to
other stages and perhaps all the way to the final result) satisfies
a disproportionate number of her watermarking constraints.
By identifying the watermarking constraints, determining how
many of them are satisfied and calculating—the probability
of so many (or more) of the constraints being satisfied by
coincidence—Alice can verify that her signature is present. A
strong proof of authorship corresponds to a low value for.
Note that to show this to other people, Alice must reveal her
signature and, hence, the chosen constraints.

C. Selection of Constraints

Selection of constraints is a critical step in our proposed wa-
termarking approach. In this step, a given signature is mapped
into a set of constraints and the choice of a particular mapping is
responsible for the strength of the watermark in a watermarked
solution.

We propose constructing such mappings using pseudorandom
number generators that allow selecting a set ofconstraints in-
dependently (for different parts of signature). It is only slightly
more work to select a set of constraints with no constraint re-
peated and pseudorandomly otherwise. Thus, the task of map-
ping an author’s signature into a set of constraints can be re-
duced to the task of seeding a pseudorandom number generator
with the signature. For the latter, suppose that the author’s sig-
nature is a particular text message. We can convert this mes-
sage into a cryptographically sound pseudorandom bit stream
by simply hashing the message with a cryptographic one-way
hash function, such as MD5 [44] and using the hash as a seed
for a stream cipher, such as RC4.13

D. Analysis—Proof of Authorship

A watermark’sproof of authorshipis expressed as a single
value , which is the probability of so many (or more) of the
selected constraints being satisfied. Essentially,is the proba-
bility of a nonwatermarked solution carrying our watermark by
coincidence. We wish this probability to be convincingly low
so as to have a strong proof of authorship. When we cannot
compute exactly, it is acceptable to overestimate it so that
we actually report an upper bound on. Computing such an
upper bound on is typically straightforward. Let be the
probability of satisfying a single random constraint by coinci-
dence. This value or a fairly tight upper bound on it is usually
obvious from the definition of a constraint. Here, we assume
that is independent of whether the other constraints were sat-
isfied. Let be the number of imposed constraints. Letbe the
number of these constraints that werenot satisfied. Let be a
random variable that represents how many of theconstraints
were not satisfied. Now, can be computed as a sum of bi-
nomials, i.e., the probability that coincidentally onlyor less
of constraints were not satisfied is given by

. This anal-
ysis assumes thatis independent of whether other constraints
are satisfied, an assumption that is often untrue. However, when
the number of imposed constraints () is sufficiently small, we
have a very good approximation. For detailed explanation of this
calculation, see [42] and [43].

E. Analysis—Typical Attacks

There are several general ways of attacking our watermarking
scheme. Here, we discuss the more prominent ones: finding
“ghost signatures,” tampering, and forging. We analyze these
attacks using “Alice and Bob” scenarios.

1) Attack—Finding Ghosts:Bob wishes to steal IP from
Alice and claim it as his own. He knows that Alice has
protected her IP (i.e., the solution to a particular stage of the
design process) with a watermark, but will claim that the IP

13http://www.scramdisk.clara.net/d_crypto.html
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also contains his own watermark. Bob, thus, attempts to find
a ghost signature, namely, a signature that corresponds to a
set of constraints that yields a favorable, but which was
discovered after fact instead of being actually watermarked into
the solution. To be convincing, Bob must find a ghost signature
that yields a sufficiently convincing value .

Bob has only two approaches. He may choose a set of con-
straints (presumably ones that yield a good proof of author-
ship ) and then attempt to find a signature that corresponds
to this set. This requires reversing the cryptographically secure
one-way functions that convert a signature into a set of con-
straints, which is hard. All signatures before embedding are
processed using a one-way function. Therefore, finding a ghost
signature is at least as difficult as breaking a selected crypto-
graphical protocol, which is widely considered to be a practi-
cally impossible task. Alternatively, Bob may try a brute-force
approach to find a signature that corresponds to a set of con-
straints that yields a convincing proof of authorship. How-
ever, this brute-force attack becomes computationally infeasible
if the threshold for proof of authorship is set sufficiently low
(e.g., ).

2) Attack—Tampering:If Bob cannot find a convincing
ghost signature, he may decide totamperwith Alice’s solution.
Ideally, such tampering would completely remove Alice’s sig-
nature and add Bob’s own signature. Bob can do this by simply
resolving the problem from scratch with his own watermark
encoded then continue through subsequent processing stages
based upon the output he obtains. Nothing can be done to stop
this directly. However, we believe that in realistic scenarios,
Bob cannot afford to redo all of the subsequent phases of
the design process, particularly if the watermarking occurred
relatively early in the process.

There are realistic means by which Bob can tamper with a so-
lution without having to resolve every subsequent stage of the
process. Generally, these amount to transforming the solution
output by the last phase of the design process, where the trans-
formation has a similar effect on the output of the watermarked
phase of the design process. Specific changes that Bob makes
to the final solution will likely correspond to: 1) local perturba-
tions of the solution to the watermarked phase or 2) global-scale
transformations such as those that exploit a symmetry of the de-
sign representation. Given that Bob is limited to these kinds of
tampering attacks, it is critical that Alice’s watermarking tech-
nique be resistant to such transformations. Note that since the
attacker does not know which constraints correspond to the au-
thor’s signature, tampering attacks might not be able to ruin the
proof of authorship before they significantly degrade the quality
of the final solution, rendering tampered solution useless.How-
ever, by tampering, an attacker may be able to: 1) remove a sig-
nature that is known to him or 2) add an entirely new signature.

3) Attack—Forging : Finally, Bob may attempt to subvert
Alice’s watermark by inappropriately watermarking other so-
lutions with Alice’s watermark. In other words, Bob wishes to
forgeAlice’s signature. To do this, Bob needs a signature that he
can convince others belongs to Alice. If a signature corresponds
simply to a text message (as it has so far in this discussion) then
Bob’s task is easy: he simply chooses a text message resembling
one that Alice would use. However, such attacks can be easily

prevented by using a public key encryption system [41]. Any
message actually signed by Alice would be encrypted with her
private key, yet verifiable with her public key. Notice that the
private key is not compromised even if messages that are en-
coded with it are compromised, so Alice may still demonstrate
the presence of her watermark to anyone who knows her public
key without compromising her private key. Thus, Bob is able to
forge a message from Alice only if he knows her private key.
Note that the verification procedure does not require decryption
of potentially altered design. All that is needed is to compare the
level of similarity in terms of the number of satisfied constraints.
If a large percentage of (not necessarily all) constraints are sat-
isfied, this provides proof of similarity. Decryption is done on
the unaltered design to establish the connection between the so-
lution and the author.

IV. IP WATERMARKING EXAMPLES

The wide-ranging applicability of the principles developed
above is illustrated in this section on three examples of IP wa-
termarking in unrelated areas—system-level design, FPGA de-
sign, and the management of path-timing constraints. Those ex-
amples are followed by an in-depth discussion of watermarking
techniques in standard-cell place and route.

A. Preprocessing-Based Watermarking Applied to
System-Level Design Steps

At the system level, instruction and data caches consume a
significant portion of the overall area and often have crucial im-
pact on system timing and power consumption [34]. Much effort
has been devoted to allocating minimal cache structures and op-
timizing code for effective cache utilization [57]. A particularly
successful technique iscache-line coloring[29].

Given a code segment and input data benchmarks, cache-line-
coloring code optimization seeks a permutation of basic block
code segments such that the mapping of code to cache entries
minimizes the cache-miss ratio over the given benchmarks. The
problem can be modeled as follows. The program is profiled
with respect to the benchmark data and spatial (frequent se-
quences of sequentially executed code) and temporal (frequent
control sequences) correlations noted among basic blocks of
code. The program is modeled using a control data-flow graph,
where a graph node corresponds to a set of instructions that
are encompassed in a single basic block and fit exactly one
cache line. Weighted edges between nodes correspond to spa-
tial or temporal correlations that exceed given threshold values
(modeling accuracy, thus, depends on the thresholds for edge
inclusion). The problem of minimizing cache misses is equiva-
lent to finding a solution to graph coloring using a given fixed
number of colors (corresponding to available cache lines). This
optimization can result in significant performance increase, as
experimentally shown by Kirovskiet al. [34] and can play an
important role in the design of modern multimedia, communi-
cations, or low-power systems-on-silicon.

To watermark such designs, the initial design constraints may
be augmented with additional constraints corresponding to the
digital signature of the designer. For example, following the
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technique for watermarking of graph coloring solutions pro-
posed by Hong and Potkonjak [30], one may add additional
edges to the graph according to some encrypted signature of the
author. Therefore, the signature will be embedded in the activa-
tion path which transfers data between two levels of hierarchy.

Graph (or some other object) isomorphism is a technique that
can and has been used to establish similarity between two arti-
facts, e.g., software programs [32], [40]. The key difference be-
tween this type of technique and watermarking is that plagiarism
detection techniques do not provide any indication of which pro-
gram is a copy of which: they only point out similarity. In addi-
tion, these techniques require solution of intractable combinato-
rial problems. While plagiarism detection techniques have their
role and can be applied in conjunction with watermarking tech-
niques, their effectiveness is subsumed by watermarking-based
IPP techniques.

It is important to note that watermarking protection against
attacks is greatly enhanced by the layered nature of design
process: each change at a higher stage of the design process
implies the need for great investment in redoing all later steps.
In light of this fact, it is much more important to focus on
metrics for proof establishment than on metrics for attack
resiliency.

B. Postprocessing in Physical-Level FPGA Design

One method of watermarking an FPGA at the physical level
involves manipulating unused portions of the configuration bit-
stream. Informed parties can then extract the mark from the bit-
stream. There is no effect on the function of the design during in-
sertion or extraction because only unused portions of the design
are altered. This approach can be implemented through prepro-
cessing, iterative, or post processing techniques. The advantage
of postprocessing is that it does not impact other computer-aided
design tools and has zero impact on design performance, area or
power consumption. The disadvantage of this approach is that
the watermark is not embedded in the functional part of the de-
sign; given enough information, the watermark can be removed
without affecting design functionality. An example of an itera-
tive approach can be found in the work by Lachet al. [35], [36].

An example of a purely postprocessing approach involves in-
serting the watermark into the control bits for unused outputs
from configurable logic blocks (CLBs). Certain bits in the con-
figuration bitstream that control multiplexers for the CLB out-
puts can be replaced by watermark bits if the CLB outputs are
not used. For example, the Xilinx 4000 family of FPGAs contain
CLBs with four outputs [58]. Two outputs (X and Y) are combi-
national, while the others (XQ and YQ) can be used in sequential
designs. The two combinatorial outputs are each controlled by a
two-to-one multiplexer and the two sequential outputs are each
controlled by three two-to-one multiplexers and one four-to-one
multiplexer. Fig. 1 shows the control layout of the 4000 family’s
CLB outputs.

The number of configuration bits associated with a multi-
plexer is equal to (or greater than) the number of required con-
trol bits. Therefore, one and two watermark bits can be inserted
at each unused two-to-one and four-to-one multiplexer, respec-
tively. Thus, each unused combinatorial output can store one
watermark bit and each unused sequential output can store five

Fig. 1. Control directly attributed to CLB outputs.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF BITS AVAILABLE FOR

WATERMARKING

watermark bits. The total number of watermark bits that can
be inserted in an entirely unused CLB is 12. Table I shows the
number of watermark bits that can be inserted into various de-
vices within the 4000 family given certain percentages of un-
used CLB outputs. The numbers calculated here are for an even
number of unused combinatorial and sequential outputs.

The process of watermark insertion in this approach is an en-
tirely postprocessing step and requires very little added design
effort. The tool methodically scans the bitstream, searching for
unused outputs by finding CLB output pinwires that do not at-
tach to any external CLB interconnect. Upon the detection of
unused outputs, the next bits of the watermark are inserted in
place of the corresponding multiplexer configuration bits. The
size of the watermark is limited by the number of bits made
available by this approach. Extracting the watermark is an al-
most identical process. The tool finds unused CLB outputs the
same way as was done in insertion and pieces the watermark
back together by examining the corresponding multiplexer con-
figuration bits.

This FPGA watermarking approach requires little extra
design effort, can store fairly large watermarks, allows for easy
mark extraction, and has no overhead in terms of design area
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or performance. However, because a mark is nonfunctional,
it may be removed by reverse engineering a design to a stage
in the flow before the mark has been applied. Fortunately,
most FPGA vendors will not reveal the specification of their
configuration streams, specifically to complicate the task of
reverse engineering and, thus, protect the investment of their
customers. For example, the Xilinx XC4000 devices follow
a form of Pareto’s rule: the first 80% of the configuration
information can be determined relatively easily by inspection,
the next 18% is much more difficult, etc. The complexity is
enhanced by an irregular pattern that is not consistent between
rows or columns as a result of the hierarchical interconnect
network. Xilinx does not take any specific actions to make
their configurations difficult to reverse engineer. However, they
do believe that it is difficult to do in general and they promise
their customers that they will keep the bitstream specification
confidential in order to raise the bar for reverse engineering
[55].

C. Preprocessing of Path-Timing Constraints

Finally, in the context of physical design, we present a new
preprocessing-based approach for design watermarking. Our
approach exploits the flexibility with whichpath-based timing
constraintscan be satisfied.

Consider the typical elements of an input instance for timing-
driven placement and routing:

1) physical floorplan, library of physical cell masters, and
cell-level netlist;

2) cell-level performance macromodels for each cell master
[e.g., nonlinear table models (Synopsys. lib, Cadence.
ctlf, OVI ALF, etc.)] for timing and power dissipation
analysis;

3) technology file (models of interconnect RC characteris-
tics, design rules, etc.);

4) constraints, which are chiefly: a) “direct” placement
and routing constraints (e.g., region-based location
constraints arising from the floorplanner and transmitted
in PDEF format) and b) performance constraints (e.g.,
SDF latch-to-latch path timing upper and lower bounds,
with false path and multicycle constraints specially
annotated).

We watermark a design by selecting path timing constraints
and replacing them with “subpath” timing constraints. Suppose
that we have the path timing constraint

ns cells . We can allocate the timing
bound between two subpaths and replace this constraint by two
constraints ns and

ns. All else being equal, the chance that satisfying the
original constraint happens to satisfy both of these subpath con-
straints is at most one-half.14 Constraining on the order of hun-
dreds of timing paths (from the several millions one finds in typ-
ical verbose SDF specifications) is transparent to timing-driven
design tools, yet affords strong proofs of authorship. Similar

14Note that the allocation would be done with respect to available slack on
the path, e.g., path-delay upper bound minus sum of “intrinsic” cell delays. Also
note that constraint satisfaction will likely be determined in the context of final
layout.

techniques can be applied in the regime of compact SDF timing
constraints or at the budgeting stages of timing-driven design.15

D. IP Protection for Standard-Cell Place and Route

In this and the following two sections, we propose and give
comprehensive validation of new mechanisms by which stan-
dard-cell physical design can be constrained. Our goal has been
to develop a watermarking protocol that, beyond satisfying cri-
teria listed above, is: 1) consistent with existing design practices
and tools; 2) relatively easy to implement; and 3) acceptable in
terms of its impact on real-world layout metrics.

We note that other authors have recently also addressed wa-
termarking of physical design solutions. In particular, shortly
after we submitted the conference version of this paper and pre-
sented our approach to watermarking, several works were sub-
mitted by Charbon. Reference [13] presents a formalization of
the watermarking problem and algorithms for watermark gen-
eration and detection at several abstraction levels of the phys-
ical design process. The work of [13] also discusses the con-
cepts of robustness against forgery and analyzed the proposed
algorithms with respect to their robustness. Even more recently,
Charbon and Torunoglu [14] enhanced this work to propose a
method to reconstruct the original watermark for a given design.

As will be clear from what follows, there are a number of
differences between our present work and that of Charbon.
First, we address physical design for standard cells, while he
addresses macro block-based design. Second, we embed our
watermark during both placement and routing, while Charbon
address only placement-related watermarking. Third, we
propose both preprocessing and postprocessing watermarking
techniques, while Charbon discusses only preprocessing
schemes. Finally, we provide the first quantitative discussion
of potential attack.

E. Row-Based Placement

For row-based placement, traditional physical embedding
constraint types (i.e., region and grouping constraints) are
straightforward to realize. Region constraints are transparent
to top-down placers, since iterative partitioners accommodate
“fixed” preassignments (see [2] for a review). Annealing
placers (see [51] for a review) also support such constraints by
restricting move generation and analytic placers support region
constraints via inequalities or center-of-gravity constraints (see
[1] for a review). Grouping constraints are typically enforced
by inducing contracted netlists over clustered representations
of the design. However, region and grouping constraints are
not well suited to placement-based watermarking: when made

15In general, the physical design context presents a rich environment for
constraint-based watermarking. For example, the physical library information
and/or design rules allow variant pin access models for a cell, which will
constrain how interconnects attach to pins; extra blockage geometries in cell
instances or masters can also be used to constrain the routing and via and stub
rules can again encode a signature within the output of a constraint-driven
router. Simple parity-based schemes abound, e.g., based on mirroring of cells,
parity of row indexes to which cells are assigned, routing of wires to the
left or right of shield wires, etc. Even performance macromodels (nonlinear
table models for timing and power) can be perturbed (thus, constraining the
performance-driven layout) to influence the layout tool’s output.
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without any structural knowledge of the netlist or of good place-
ment solutions, they can lead to substantial deterioration of
solution quality. This deterioration can worsen when the design
is performance-constrained, e.g., one cell arbitrarily chosen
from timing-critical paths may be constrained in a “wrong”
region of the layout, thus leading to violated timing-constraints.

Our approach bases the watermarking constraints on the un-
derlying fine-grain placement substrate, which is well defined
prior to the placement phase of design. By “placement sub-
strate,” we mean the row structure of legal site locations in the
physical floorplan. In particular, we constrain individual cells
to be placed with specifiedcell row parity. For example, cell
INV4_10 might be constrained to be placed in a cell row that
has EVEN index; cell RKPPX1Y might be constrained to an
ODD-index row. Our approach has the following advantages.

1) Very few constraints are needed to make a strong sig-
nature. For example, if the signature constrains 50 cells
with specific row parities and if the placer realizes all 50
constraints, the chances are 2 that this could have oc-
curred by accident. Typical placement instances have tens
of thousands of standard cells.

2) It is compatible with region and group constraint types
and can be applied as soon as a gate-level netlist exists
(no specific row/site plan is needed).A priori, the only
time failure is guaranteed is when a “watermark cell” is
constrained to be in, e.g., an EVEN row and is simulta-
neously constrained to be in a region that contains only a
single ODD row.

3) It is not easy to tamper with the signature via local pertur-
bations: the small signature size implies that many cells
must be perturbed before the signature becomes unrecov-
erable. Furthermore, local perturbations that shift cells
between cell rows are difficult to make without worsening
the solution quality.

4) It is not affected by downstream stages of the design flow.
Many current design methodologies do not significantly
change the row assignments (let alone the locations) of
existing cells during routing; hence, our proposed water-
marking scheme will remain intact.

5) It allows the watermark to be realized completely during
the placement phase. (For schemes such as the water-
marking of budgeted timing constraints, the realization
remains incomplete until after routing.)

F. Routing

For standard-cell routing, applicable constraints usually in-
volve performance (e.g., crosstalk and delay bounds) or relia-
bility (antenna rules, electromigration and self-heat limits, hot-
electron rules). How these constraints are represented, how they
are enforced, and what degrees of freedom (e.g., shielding, ta-
pering, spacing, repeater insertion, driver sizing, topology de-
sign, etc.) are exploited depends on the routing tool.

We considered constraint types involving segment widths,
spacings, and choice of topology. These not only are difficult
to enforce within current routing approaches, but also have
potentially harmful interactions with performance constraints
(e.g., a watermarking constraint might require a net to be routed

at minimum separation from its closest neighbors; a crosstalk
constraint might dictate otherwise). We also considered various
“parity” watermarking schemes based on, e.g., the orientation
of the “L” for two-pin connections, the parity of the number of
segments, the parity of path lengths in the routing, etc. These
were dismissed as highly unnatural (e.g., pin access clearly
dictates which “L” the router will choose), difficult to enforce
using known routing methodologies (e.g., parity of total tree
length), or vulnerable to simple tampering (e.g., tampering by
compaction would ruin length-parity schemes).

Our approach bases the watermarking constraints on the
(per-net)costing of the underlying routing resource. Specif-
ically, for each watermark net, we impose unusual costs on
“wrong-way” and/or via resources and hope that the watermark
nets are provably unusual in their utilization of such resources.
Many commercial routers already accept such control of the
routing cost structure on a per-net basis. Our approach has the
following advantages.

1) Very few constraints are needed to make a strong signa-
ture, assuming that the resource costing is reflected in the
routing result for each watermark net.

2) It is compatible with many existing routing constraints,
e.g., those that are based on wire width, spacing, or
shielding. Potential conflicts with respect to wrong-way
routing have not been an issue in our experience, par-
ticularly since we imposeupper bounds on the use of
wrong-way routing.

3) It is not easy to disturb the signature with local perturba-
tions: the small signature size implies that many nets will
need to be rerouted before the signature is likely to be
unrecoverable. Furthermore, as designs are increasingly
limited in terms of the interconnect resource, the routing
of watermark nets is likely to be “locked in” by the routing
of the remaining nonwatermark nets. Hence, destroying
the watermark requires rerouting of the design.

V. PHYSICAL DESIGN FLOW WITH WATERMARKING

This section continues our detailed discussion of water-
marking in physical design and proposes a concrete design flow
that can be used to evaluate the strength of watermarks and
their resistance to tampering. Our physical design flow uses
black-box commercial tools from Cadence Design Systems:
placement watermarking is built around QPlace v5.0.46 and
WarpRoute v1.0.22 and routing watermarking is built around
the IC Craftsman v2.1.3 router using a standard constraint
type in this tool (“limit way” rule). We now give details of the
experimental protocol.

A. Placement

Our experimental methodology is designed to show how
easily an existing tool can be modified to offer watermarking
capability. The basic comparison is shown in Fig. 2. A tradi-
tional nonwatermarked placement flow reads library and design
information via library exchange format/design exchange
format (LEF/DEF), executes QPlace, then executes WarpRoute
to evaluate the placement quality. This is shown on the left-hand
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Fig. 2. Postprocessing-based watermarking protocol for standard-cell
placement, using the Cadence Design Systems’ QPlace v5.0.46 and WarpRoute
v1.0.22 tools.

side of Fig. 2. Ourpostprocessing-basedwatermarking flow,
shown on the right-hand side, consists of the following steps.

1) We read the default QPlace placement result (a DEF file
with location data) and the LEF file into our internal de-
sign database.

2) We ask the user for a message (e.g., “placed by QP on
10-10-97”), which we then transform into row-parity con-
straints for some subset of the core (nonpad, standard)
cells of the design.

3) We enforce all the row-parity constraints by local changes
to the placement (e.g., pair-swap operations), generating
a “signed DEF” file.

4) We ensure that the resulting placement is ready for routing
by rerunning in “engineering change order (ECO) mode”;
this makes only minimal changes to the placement and
only if necessary (typically, to avoid illegal overlaps with
fixed obstacles or other cells). The output of this step is a
“legal signed DEF” file.

5) We execute WarpRoute and evaluate the placement
quality.

We make the following observations.

1) Our postprocessing approach is absolutely equivalent
to what might be implemented in a modification of the
actual commercial tool. Alternatively, our watermarking
flow is trivially implemented by scripting and standard
capabilities of the commercial placer (LEF/DEF manip-
ulation, ECO placement, etc.).

2) We begin with a high-quality solution and retrospectively
impose constraints. Not only is this a good approach to

Fig. 3. Preprocessing-based watermarking protocol for (standard-cell)
gridless area routing, using the Cadence Design Systems’ IC Craftsman v2.1.3
tool. The tool is used in its standard context, controlled by a “.do” file using
standard rules syntax.

maintaining solution quality, but from the outside, one
cannot tell whether the watermarked placement is created
from scratch or by postprocessing of a nonwatermarked
placement.

3) The “final list of core cells” is a well-defined concept
in all existing design flows including those that invoke
“in-place optimization” or “placement-based synthesis.”
Thus, generating a watermark based on core cell indices
and row parities is also well defined.

Netlist-dependentfloorplan-independentwatermarks are
also possible if a canonical row indexing is available, e.g.,
top-down for horizontal rows and left-right for vertical rows.
One can also define the row parity constraints in terms of
two equivalence classes of constrained cells. We note that the
implicit assumption of unchangeable cell names can also be
reasonable since any methodology allowing arbitrary renaming
of cells would likely have some overhead for verification.

B. Routing

A traditional nonwatermarked routing flow using the IC
Craftsman router reads library and placed design information
via the .dsn file format, then executes the router under the
control of a “.do file.” This is shown on the left-hand side of
Fig. 3. Ourpreprocessing-basedwatermarking flow, shown on
the right-hand side of Fig. 3, consists of the following steps.

1) We identify all unique signal net names in the .dsn file.
2) We ask the user for a message (e.g., “routed by ICC on

10-10-97”), which we then transform into a list of “water-
mark nets” (some subset of the net names in the design).

3) We then constrain the watermark nets using IC Craftsman
rules in the “do file.” Specifically, our methodology ap-
plies a “limit way ” rule to each of the watermark nets.

4) We execute the ICC router.
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C. Evaluation of Signature Strength

Each constraint involves some “random” choice, e.g.,
choosing a random cell or signal net. (Such choices are not
actually random, but use a cryptographically strong pseu-
dorandom number generator that is seeded with a binary
signature file.) The choices may occur either with or without
replacement. If there is replacement, then constraints will be
independent of each other. Even if there is no replacement, the
constraints may very nearly act as if they were independent,
especially if the pool of constraints to choose from is large
relative to the number of constraints actually chosen. As long
as the constraints are either independent or nearly so, the
probability of a solution carrying an author’s watermark
purely by coincidence can be computed by a simple binomial.
We use to measure the strength of the authorship proof.

Let be the number of constraints imposed,be the number
of these that arenotsatisfied, and be the probability of a con-
straint being satisfied purely by coincidence. The probability
that or fewer out of constraints are satisfied by coincidence
is given by . When con-
straints are not independent, the exact value ofmay not be
expressible in terms of onlyand . However, overestimating
the value of always makes larger, i.e., it will weaken the
estimate of the strength of our watermark and provide a useful
lower bound.

1) For our placement watermarks, the signature consists of a
certain subset of cells, each constrained to be in a cell row
with specified-parity index. We use as the chance
that a given cell will satisfy its constraint by coincidence.

2) For our routing watermarks, the signature consists of a
certain subset of signal nets, each with an “unusually
low” limit on the amount of wrong-way wiring that can
be used to route the net. We use the following method-
ology to establish a binary indicator of whether a given
net has been “successfully watermarked.” Given a routed
design, we evaluate the total wirelength ( ) and the
wrong-way wirelength ( ) for each signal net. We
then rank all nets in order of increasing value of the ratio

. The watermark nets are expected to
occur earlier in this ranking, while nonwatermark nets are
expected to occur later in this ranking. We then establish
a cutoff rank below which a watermark net is considered
“successfully watermarked” and above which a water-
mark net is considered “not successfully watermarked.”
In the routing experimental results reported below, we
always set the threshold rank at the 40th percentile, i.e.,

. (Stronger results can be obtained by more
carefully choosing the value of; this is noted below.)

D. Resistance to Tampering Attacks

Another way to evaluate the strength of a given watermark is
to assess its resistance to attacks. Thus, in addition to reporting

values, we also report the resistance of our watermarking
schemes totamperingattacks described below. Recall that a
tampering attack attempts to remove the rightful IP owner’s sig-
nature and possibly introduce the attacker’s own signature into

TABLE II
NUMBER OF CELLS AND NETS IN THE SEVEN INDUSTRY TESTCASES

the IP. In these scenarios, theattackeris trying to erase the wa-
termark by small layout perturbations.

1) Placement

a) Assumptions:i) The attacker has access only to
an incremental (“legalizing”) placement tool such
as QPlace ECO mode. Recall that removing wa-
termarking must be made as difficult as resolve
the placement problem from scratch. Watermarks
may not be helpful if the attacker can resolve the
problem from scratch; ii) the watermarking scheme
is unknown to the attacker; and iii) original design
constraints are retained.

b) Attack:i) Select random pairs of cells and swap the
locations of each cell pair and ii) run the legalizing
placer to legalize the design (continue with routing,
etc.).

2) Routing

a) Assumptions:i) The attacker has access only to incre-
mental (single-net) auto-routing; ii) the watermarking
scheme is unknown to the attacker; and iii) original
design constraints are retained.

b) Attack:Select random nets, then reroute these nets
with only the original design constraints (if any).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We applied our proposed physical design watermarking pro-
tocols to seven industry test cases, five in placement and two in
routing. Aspects of the test cases are given in Table II. The first
four placement test cases are used to assess watermark strength
and the impact of our watermarking approach on various stan-
dard (postrouting) measures of placement solution quality. The
last placement test case, test5, is atiming-driventest case that
we use to confirm that the watermarking has no effect on timing
quality in a timing-driven flow. The routing test casesc2has a
relatively small number of nets relative to cells because many
signals are prerouted and, hence, not included in the netlist.

A. Watermark Strength

Results for the placement experiments are summarized in
Table III. We report five postrouting layout quality measures
for each test case. These measures are: total wirelength, total
number of vias, percentage of overcongested “global routing
cells” (as reported by the placer), and CPU time in (mm : ss)
required by the router (all CPU times are for a 140-MHz Sun
Ultra1). Together, these measures provide a fairly complete pic-
ture of the utility of each placement. In Table III, the subscript
orig indicates the default nonwatermarked solution; the sub-
script , indicates a watermarked solution withcells
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TABLE III
WATERMARKING RESULTS FORPLACEMENT

Wirelengths are scaled to10 �m.

in the signature of which ended up being successfully water-
marked.16

There is essentially no solution quality overhead to intro-
ducing the placement watermark. Our placement watermarking
protocol also shows graceful degradation of solution quality if
extremely strong signatures are required.17

Beyond these standard placement experiments, we have
also performed an experiment with a timing-driven design
flow to check the effect of our watermarking technique on
timing. Table IV summarizes the results of this timing-driven

16In other words, when the QPlace tool is run in ECO mode for placement
legalization, some signature cells may be moved to incorrect-parity rows, which
will reduce the number of cells that are successfully watermarked.

17We cannot assess any effects on layout area because in the modern context
(three or more layers of metal with sitemap-based placement and area routing
technology), the place-and-route problem is afixed-dieproblem. In other words,
the number and geometry of cell sites in cell rows are fixed before placement.
In particular, all interrow spacings and track pitches are fixed. Area routers are
typically used. [Routability, thus, becomes paramount: 1) congestion analysis
and hot-spot removal and 2) floorplan (site map) optimization such as Cadence
VSize or Avant! DSO become key parts of the place and route strategy.] The
use of fixed-die approaches is driven by (hierarchical) design methodology:
the presence of macros, a fixed floorplan, and fixed power and clock distribu-
tion networks together make the alternative variable-die approach less relevant.
Fixed die is also driven by the process: withn-layer metal processes, blocks
have high site utilization (<1% of “whitespace” is not uncommon); the use of
“double-back” (shared power/ground rail) cell row architecture also fixes the
row pitch. Given the fixed routing resources and block site map, any change in
total wirelength (assuming the routing remains feasible) will only affect mea-
sures of congestion, not the layout area.

experiment; we see that our watermarking technique does not
have any negative effect and in fact slightly improves positive
setup slack.

Results for the routing experiments are summarized in
Table V. We report three postrouting layout quality measures:
total wirelength (WL), total number of vias, and CPU time
required by the IC Craftsman router. Since our watermarking
strategy is based on limiting the length of acceptable wrong-way
routing in watermarked nets, we also report total wrong-way
wirelength (WW) in each solution. Finally, we report the value
of for each watermarked design. Increasing the signature
size (i.e., the number of watermark nets constrained with
the “limit way ” rule) improves the value of without
significantly degrading the routing performance.

As a side note, recall from above that the value of(a con-
sequence of the threshold rank) may be chosen to optimize the
signature strength measure. Table VI shows how calculated

values can vary as varies from 0.2 to 0.4. In Table VI, the
second column gives the size of the signature (number of water-
mark nets) and each entry represents the value ( ) and
the number of unsuccessfully watermarked nets (). We observe
that fine-tuning of (e.g., choosing ) could potentially
improve our results.

B. Resistance to Tampering

Tables VII and VIII present results of experiments in which
we attempt to tamper with placement and routing watermarks,
respectively. In each table, the second column indicates the orig-
inal signature size and the third column (Init) gives the original
watermarked solution quality (total WL). Subsequent columns
indicate the number of cell pair-swap (net ripup and reroute)
operations performed in the placement (routing) tampering, ex-
pressed as a percentage of the total number of cells (nets) in the
design. We report values for the 10% column to show that
the watermarks remain strong even after tampering. For place-
ment (Table VII), the solution quality degrades much faster than
the signature strength, even though we restricted all random pair
swaps to occur over Manhattan distances less than twice the cell
row height. (ECO placement CPU times were consistent and
small and we do not report them.) For routing (Table VIII), the
solution quality appears relatively immune to tampering (other
measures such as number of vias also remained constant). How-
ever, the CPU time required to tamper with a large number of
nets approaches the cost of redoing the entire solution from
scratch (at which point tampering is not needed). We conclude
that our watermarking schemes are quite robust with respect to
random tampering.

Finally, Fig. 4(a) shows the watermarked layout of test
casesc1 (56 watermark nets) and Fig. 4(b) shows the non-
watermarked layout of the same design. We observe that it is
practically impossible to notice any structural change in the
watermarked solution (note that any attacker will have access
only to the watermarked version of the design).

VII. CONCLUSION

Motivations and antecedents forwatermarking-basedpro-
tection of hardware and software design IP arise in reusecentric
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TABLE IV
TIMING EFFECTS OFWATERMARKING WITH 224-CELL, 448-CELL, AND 896-CELL SIGNATURE SIZES FOR THETEST5 TIMING-DRIVEN EXAMPLE

Watermarked solutions do not degrade the timing.

TABLE V
WATERMARKING RESULTS FORROUTING

Total wirelengths (WL) are scaled to user database units and wrong-way wire-
lengths (WW) are scaled to units.

TABLE VI
P VALUES CORRESPONDING TODIFFERENTVALUES OFp

Each entry represents the value ( ) and the number of unsuccessfully water-
marked nets ().

system design, artifact watermarking, and cryptography. In this
paper, we have described fundamental precepts, a canonical
technique, and example applications for watermarking-based
IPP. Several key ideas are as follows.

1) Stages of the (hardware, software) design process can
typically be viewed as (difficult)optimization instances
whose solutions constitute IP to be protected.

2) IP watermarking can typically be achieved by addingcon-
straints(e.g., interpreted from a cryptographically secure
encoding of the IP owner’s signature) to any given design
optimization instance.

3) The addition of constraints can typically be achieved
using pre- or postprocessingof the inputs and outputs,
respectively, for a given design optimization. In this

TABLE VII
RESULT FROM TAMPERING WITH THE PLACEMENT WATERMARK

Solution quality degrades much faster than signature strength. Hence, tampering does
not appear to be a viable form of attack.

TABLE VIII
RESULT FROM TAMPERING WITH THE ROUTING WATERMARK

CPU times for ripup and reroute approach the time required to resolve the problem
from scratch. Hence, tampering does not appear to be a viable form of attack.

way, the watermarking is often transparent to existing
algorithms and tools, i.e., it isnonintrusive.

We have also noted other aspects of the watermarking con-
text, e.g., protection requirements against typical forms of at-
tack and cryptography background (one-way functions, cipher
streams, and digital signatures). Problem formulations from sev-
eral domains (high-level design, FPGA design, physical design,
as well as SAT) illustrate the general applicability of our tech-
niques and suggest that nonintrusive IP watermarking with con-
straints can typically be implemented with no significant added
complexity or loss of solution quality. Thus, constraint-based
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Routing solution. (a) Watermarked and (b) nonwatermarked for the sc1
test case.

watermarking appears to have significant potential to protect IP
and support design reuse.

In addition, we have developed the first IPP protocols for
embedding design watermarks at the physical-design level. We
have implemented these protocols transparently to existing de-
sign flows, using leading industrial tools. On real designs, we
show strong proofs of authorship with very acceptable cost over-
head for the watermarking and no impact on layout area (given
the fixed-die context) or timing. We also show the robustness
of our watermarking scheme with respect to random tampering
attacks.

Our ongoing work develops watermarking-based IPP tech-
niques for many other domains with particular attention to ro-
bustness under various attacks. We also address a number of
variant requirements, including fingerprinting, copy detection,
and proportionate watermarking (e.g., of hierarchical designs).
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